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JMU’s
tennis ace
returns home
By CRAIG MATHIAS
The Breeze

When the JMU men’s tennis schedule was
being put together before the season, junior
Holden Koons was asked by head coach Steve
Secord if he had a preference of where to play
a late-year match. The match’s site had to be
near Penn State, where the April 17 regularseason finale is.
Wi s e have n Te n n i s C e nt e r i n Yo rk,
Pennsylvania — Koons’ home club for the
majority of his childhood — immediately
came to mind, and Koons said he got Secord
in contact with Phil Myers, head tennis pro at
Wisehaven and close friend of Koons, to work
out the details.
“Coach Secord had asked [me] about any
ideas [where] to play a match before [playing]
Penn State,” Koons said, “so the first thing I
did was reach out to [Myers] to ask about the
possibility, and he was on board. I think it’ll
be a good thing for the club to get to see some
high-level tennis right there at Wisehaven.”
After concluding both home and CAA
match play, Koons is homeward-bound for
the Dukes’ second-to-last match of the season
against Morgan State, a match he said has a
different meaning to him.
This spring, Koons is 17-1 while playing
No. 1 singles and is 6-0 in CAA competition.
An 11-match win streak has propelled him to
his record prior to JMU’s penultimate match
against the Bears.
When he was approached with the idea of
a JMU match at Wisehaven, Myers said, he
was excited. He said he made sure to clear
the club’s schedule for this date and did
everything in his power to make sure the
match would happen.
“I was all for it,” Myers said. “I checked
the schedule, blocked the date out to make
sure nothing else conflicted, and it ended
up working great … I was willing to make it
work no matter what it took to get that level of
tennis to be played in York County, probably
for the first time ever.”
Myers and Koons’ relationship goes
back before coming together to host a JMU
match at Wisehaven. Myers helped build the
foundation for Koons’ career when he was in
middle school as they trained together after
Koons got out of school every day, Myers said.
The tennis pro has been following the team
since they were set to host the match and said
he’s pleased to see everything come full circle
with the team around Koons.
“It is a great feeling to have it all come back
around,” Myers said. “We’re really looking
forward to hosting the team … It seems like
he’s in a great place, it seems like they’re all
good guys, and it seems that the team culture
is fantastic. We’re really excited to be doing
this and we’re looking forward to Friday night.”

see COMING HOME, page 25
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Opinion | To mask or not to mask?
JMU is ready to
make masks optional
By EMMA SELI
compromising controversy

Since its appearance in late
2019, COVID-19 has run the world;
it has determined the fate of not
only people’s everyday lives,
but of global economies and
governments as well. However,
it seems people are finally taking
back their lives, starting with the
end of mask mandates.
The debate over masking in
schools, specifically K-12 schools,
is multifaceted and difficult to
tackle. Masking is no longer
simply determined by medicine
and medical professionals, it’s
also determined by politicians
and the general public. As mask
mandates in schools (both schools
and universities) are rolled back

across the country, masking is
becoming a personal decision
rather than a requirement by state
and federal government — and it
should stay that way.
In an email to the JMU
community on April 6, the
JMU Office of the President
announced that masks will be
optional in indoor spaces with a
few exceptions, starting on April
11. Masks will still be required in
clinics, on public transportation,
in private offices and when
specific contractual obligations
apply.
In the message, Alger explains
his decision, noting the low
number of cases at JMU and in
the Harrisonburg area.
see OPTIONAL, page 10

JMU should’ve
kept the mask mandate
By LUKE PINEDA
direct discourse

We have now entered the second
year of the COVID-19 pandemic
and not much has changed.
Although COVID-19 case numbers
on campus are drastically low, this
doesn’t mean we should remove
masks from classrooms and other
learning spaces.
JMU announced in an April
6 email that it would move to
make masks mandatory only in
health centers, other medicalrelated facilities and on public
transportation. JMU has since
made an official update to its
COVID-19 policy webpage stating
the various new situations and
spaces that don’t require the
usage of a mask. The university

is imposing a policy change that
excludes the comfort of students
who still want to mask.
This new policy seems to view
JMU and Rockingham County as
within its own bubble, separate
from the rest of the state or other
neighboring communities.
In the email sent by President
Alger last week regarding the new
policy change, some interesting
perspectives and reasoning for
the removal of the mask mandate
in classrooms were offered. The
university started by thanking
those who have followed CDC
guidelines to get to the point where
it can remove a mask mandate for
classroom settings.
see MANDATE, page 10
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'DEFENSE WINS GAMES'
JMU BASEBALL'S DEFENSE
HAS DRIVEN SEASON'S SUCCESS

CORRECTION: In a letter to the editor on page 12 of the April 7 edition of The Breeze, the author's
name, Isaac Weissmann, was spelled incorrectly.
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Partner proposals

Course rewards grant money to nonprofit organizations
By KASEY TRAPUZZANO
The Breeze
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Grant Writing for Agencies — a course
offered at JMU — awards two nonprofit
organizations $3,500 each in grant money
each year.
Cross listed as Social Work (SOWK)
375, Nonprofit Services (NPS) 375 and
Gerontology (GERN) 375 students learn
about grant writing, then partner up to
write and submit their own grant proposal
— a narrative document that explains what
an organization’s needs are, how it plans
to meet those needs and how it would
use funds to meet those needs — for their
assigned nonprofit organization. Two
pairs of students are chosen as winners
at the end of the course and are awarded
money, funded by the Learning by Giving
Foundation, to go toward the assigned
nonprofits.
The course is offered once a year, typically
in the spring, and has roughly 25-40
students per class. While the course is open
to all majors, most students are nonprofit
studies, gerontology or social work majors
or minors.
Laura Trull, associate professor of social
work who has a background in nonprofit
organizations, has taught Grant Writing for
Agencies for the past five years and said
she’s written millions of dollars in grant
proposals herself.
Trull said there are 13 agencies and
nonprofit organizations participating in the
course this semester, ranging from services
in healthcare, childcare, music, refugee
help, education, food, clothing, housing and
more.
Trull said she emails roughly 100
nonprofit agencies and organizations
within a 50-mile radius of JMU before the
semester begins, stating that if they want to
be involved in the course, they must send
a letter back by a certain date. By the time
the letters start coming in, Trull said, the
class has started and students have begun
narrowing down the list of organizations
they want to partner with through interest
surveys. Trull said there are numerous
agencies and organizations who participate
in the course every year, but that it’s a very
competitive selection.
Sophomore Zoe McQuade and junior
Laura Duffett — both social work majors —
said students were able to “pref” their top

three agencies, then got partnered up with
one agency based on their interests and the
agencies they ranked. McQuade said they
were also able to write down organizations
they didn’t want to be partnered up with and
couldn’t “pref” any agencies they already
volunteered at or were affiliated with. To
decide partners for the class, McQuade said
students filled out a survey that asked their
skills and strengths — such as creativity
and strong writing skills — and what skills
they wanted their partners to have, such
as organization or natural leadership. They
were assigned partners based on those
results.
In the past, Trull said, agencies have
used the grant money to install ramps to
help make homes for older adults more
accessible, put in new flooring in a daycare
center, create printed literature and buy
adaptive equipment for sensory rooms for
children with disabilities.
Duffett said she and her partner are
working with Church World Service, a
refugee resettlement agency in Harrisonburg
that provides different services for refugee
families in the community like setting
them up with a job and helping them find
housing.
Duffett said Church World Service is
developing a Services for Older Refugees
(SOR), a program for older refugees in
which they’re able to bond with each other
for a sense of community and learn English
together. Duffett said if she and her partner
win the grant money for Church World
Service, the money would help offset the
costs of enrollment into the SOR program
for older refugees. Church World Service
was one of the three organizations Duffett
ranked, she said.
“I’m very passionate about refugees,
especially in this area,” Duffett. “There’s a
lot of immigrants and a lot of refugees who
oftentimes do get overlooked. I just really
[want] to be able to give them a voice, too,
in this community and create a friendlier
environment and capacity that can help
them integrate into Harrisonburg.”
McQuade and her partner, on the other
hand, are working with the Page Free
Clinic in Luray, Virginia, that operates
every Tuesday from 4 to 7 p.m. The clinic
provides medical services to those who
don’t otherwise have access to affordable
healthcare services, according to its website.
McQuade said Page Free Clinic provides

women’s health care, basic lab work and
referrals to dental agencies, among other
services.
Ben Dowelski (’10), a JMU alumnus
and the executive director of Page Free
Clinic, said this is the agency’s first year
participating in the program.
“We’ve always had an affiliation with
[JMU],” Dowelski said. “We definitely
wanted to be supportive and collaborative
… [and] we’d definitely like to be a regular.”
If McQuade and her partner win the grant
money for Page Free Clinic, Dowelski said
it’ll go toward the agency’s Remote Access
Medical (RAM) Clinic on July 9-10 at Luray
High School — a free event that’ll provide
medical, dental and vision screening for
people who can’t afford it. Dowelski said
that while the event is free for patients,
it’ll cost the Page Free Clinic $40,000 for
expenses like medical supplies, food and
shelter for the volunteers.
“Anytime we get that there’s potential
grant help for some of the funding, that’s
definitely of interest,” Dowelski said.
Even if Page Free Clinic isn’t the recipient
of the grant money, Dowelski said the course
is beneficial for the agency because they’re
able to help provide students with the
experience of collaboration with nonprofit
organizations. The course has also helped
increase the visibility of the clinic, Dowelski
said.
“We definitely have the capacity to grow,”
Dowelski said. “Even if we’re not selected,
this will help people become more aware of
the services we provide.”
Dowelski said Page Free Clinic’s
participation in the course has been a

positive experience and that he’s “glad to be
a part of it.”
“There’s a lot of good work going on,”
Dowelski said. “Sometimes it’s a shame
to see that we need free clinics and things
to provide to patients who can’t afford it
or folks who can’t afford housing. I’m glad
people are taking an interest and looking for
funding to give back to the community.”
The class is student-led and studentdriven, Trull said, and utilizes shared
leadership.
“The students are responsible for this
whole experience,” Trull said. “Whenever
it’s possible for me to have them make the
decision, they make the decision.”
Trull said the class uses a committee
structure in which everyone takes on
different roles — which students sign
up for — including committees for
communications, requests for proposals
(RFPs), letters of intent, scoring and
awarding, posters, blogs and planning the
awards ceremony.
McQuade and Duffett are both on the
communications committee. Duffett said
the class is “very different from other
classes” because it’s hands-on and the
students decide on how they want it to be
run.
Trull said students take on the role of
partnering with agencies to develop a
grant proposal for the fund and then act
as the funding organization that reviews
all proposals and awards the winners.
The students, not Trull, are the ones who
decide the winning pairs and respective
organizations at the end of the semester.

“The students are responsible for this whole
experience. Whenever it’s possible for me to
have them make the decisions, they make the
decisions.”
Laura Trull

Associate professor of social work

The students create posters on their nonprofits. Photo courtesy of Zoe McQuade
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Students in the scoring and awarding
committee develop a way for students
to vote on their classmates’ proposals,
eliminating conflicts of interest and bias
while students vote.
Duffett said each student is assigned
roughly five other proposals to read and
score, and that they’re not allowed to read
or score their own. While the scoring and
awarding committee comes up with the
scoring process, the whole class gets to vote.
Trull said she believes this course is
beneficial for students because they’re able
to control their experience with the class,
learn practical skills and gain a marketable
skill set.
“[Students] frequently tell me this is their
favorite class they’ve ever taken,” Trull
said. “More than 90% of the time, students
identify that if they walked into a job the next
day and they said, ‘We need you to work on
this grant proposal,’ they feel like they would
be able to do so with confidence.”
Trull said she likes that the course allows
her to watch students step up and grow into
leadership positions.
“I really like the way I’ve been able to craft
[this class] to be in their hands as much as
possible,” Trull said. “A lot of times they ask
me questions and I just stare at them and

say, ‘Well this isn’t my call’ … I’ll say, ’I don’t
know, what do you want to do, what do you
think?’ I really love [teaching] a class that
enables me to do that.”
While the course mainly focuses on
leadership and creating meaningful skill
sets, Trull said grades in the class include
a series of quizzes, benchmarks, creating a
poster, writing a blog post, a presentation,
the grant proposal and a reflection of how
the committees followed through on their
duties.
The grant proposals — due April 18 — are
30% of the students’ final grades and are
scored on a rubric created by the scoring
and awarding committee on items like
the quality of writing, adequate budget,
adequate history and how important the
agency is to the community.
McQuade said the grant proposals have a
maximum of six pages and that most pairs
started writing their proposals after coming
back from spring break.
“[The grant proposal] requires a lot of
out-of-class work and communication with
professionals in the area [that are] in the
nonprofit sector,” McQuade said.
Duffett said she signed up for Grant
Writings for Agencies because she believes
grant writing is a good skill to have,

Page Free Clinic is one of the agencies participating in the class. Courtesy of Page Free Clinic

especially if she works with nonprofit
organizations after graduation, which she
said she’s interested in.
“I would definitely recommend this class,”
Duffett said. “It is a lot of work and it can be
frustrating at times, but it also teaches you a
lot of really good skills.”
McQuade said she thinks Grant Writings
for Agencies is an important class because
it educates people on nonprofits and how
they function on a financial level.
“I was interested in being in a class
that makes a real tangible effect on the

community, where the work you do in
the class isn’t just busy work, but more of
actually making a difference to an agency,”
McQuade said.
The two pairs of students who win the grant
money for their nonprofit organizations will be
announced April 25 in the Grant Writings for
Agencies class.
CONTACT
Kasey
Trapuzzano
at
breezenews@gmail.com. For more coverage
of JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the
news desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

JMYOU gives back
Alumni come together for Blacks Run stream cleanup

By SARAH FOSTER
The Breeze

A box labeled “poison: do not touch.” Two lawn chairs. A car
bumper. A sock. What do they all have in common?
JMU alumni encountered these items and more while
cleaning up a section of Blacks Run stream along Waterman
Drive for JMYOU Serve Day.
The April 9 service event, which coincided with Harrisonburg’s
24th annual Blacks Run Clean Up Day, drew in four alumni for
a couple of hours to extract trash together. Armed with bright
orange trash bags, blue gloves and the occasional trash picker,
they sifted through rocks and brush to remove cans, cups and
plastic from the gurgling water.
“Besides the poison box, it’s pretty normal stuff,” Rachel
Saum, the chapter leader for Harrisonburg-based alumni, said.
Saum graduated from JMU in 2009 and now works as an
administrative assistant for JMU’s Department of Mathematics
and Statistics. She said service events where JMU-affiliated
participants interact with the greater Harrisonburg community
bridge the gap between JMU and Harrisonburg residents.
“The people who live [in Harrisonburg] are so affected by
everything that JMU does — events they have, land they buy,
buildings they take over [or] tear down … flooding the restaurants,
flooding the bars, the stores,” Saum said. “I understand both
sides, and that’s why I want everybody to at least be able to see
both sides and recognize that we all still live here together.”
Keith Thomas, the sustainability and environmental manager

for Harrisonburg Public Works, said the cleanup had 278
volunteers, several of them JMU-affiliated. Altogether, the
cleanup removed just under two tons of waste from the stream.
Though the cleanup is still recovering from the COVID-19
pandemic and experiencing smaller turnout, Thomas said it still
has an effect on the whole community.
“The biggest impact I think we’ve seen is just getting more
people aware about Blacks Run and the water quality,” Thomas
said. “A lot of people are kind of shocked to see how much trash
they can pull out, or shocked about the number of tons that we
pull out, and it’s just a good reminder [that if] you see trash out
on the streets, it’s going to end up in the stream.”
Anne Kendrick (’66), another alumna, has also crossed the
bridge between the JMU and Harrisonburg communities.
Kendrick graduated with a degree in elementary education,
and after a teaching career spanning more than four states,
she eventually retired from Harrisonburg City schools in 2009.
She said she attended the Blacks Run cleanup because of her
appreciation for taking care of the earth, which she also shows
through her passion for recycling and her vegetable garden.
“I normally go to yoga on Saturday morning at 8:30, and so
this is important to me if I give up my yoga,” Kendrick said. “It’s
important to do what you can, what you’re able to do, and I
would do this again.”
While cleaning, Kendrick discovered what she believed to
be a dog skeleton. Alumnus Derek Hess (’18), a former finance
major and current financial planner, found what appeared to be
a decades-old savings bond or statement.

“Naturally I’m interested in … financing and money,” Hess
said. “That was really cool.”
JMYOU Serve Day was Hess’ first time doing service with
the alumni chapter, and he said he plans to continue if more
opportunities arise.
“I’ve wanted to increase my volunteerism in the area,” Hess
said. “Coming out with a group that you have some commonality
with is a good excuse to do it.”
As an alumnus, Hess gave advice for students who are
graduating soon.
“Give back to the immediate community where
you are now,” Hess said. “Doing something a little and
dipping your toes in … is only beneficial for everybody.”
CONTACT Sarah Foster at foste4sc@dukes.jmu.edu. For more
coverage of JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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JMU alumni serve the community on JMYOU Serve Day by cleaning up a section of Blacks Run stream. Photos by Sarah Foster / The Breeze
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Debate to win
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JMU debate novices take first in national championship
By SARAH FOSTER
The Breeze

Tucked in a corner on the second floor of Harrison Hall is
a room with three long shelves, each packed to the brim with
trophies, plaques and other haphazardly stacked awards.
Inside the room, about a dozen people sit around a large,
central table, firing questions back- and- forth about topics most
people would shy away from:
“What does capitalism do to make satire worse?”
“How do you explain that … queer theory is capitalist?”
“The worst impacts of colonialism were both racist and
capitalist, right?”
While the activity inside the room is lively, the label outside
the room is unassuming — in small, thin letters, it reads
“Debate.”
Composed almost entirely of debaters with less than a year of
experience, the JMU debate team is currently ranked No. 2 in the
U.S. and recently came in first place at the Cross Examination
Debate Association (CEDA) Novice Nationals tournament.
The JV/Novice Nationals championship was held March 11-13
at West Virginia University (WVU). The novice division is made
up of debaters with little to no experience, and JMU’s winning
team, Adonis Ortiz and Eric Pelletier, secured the gold after
defeating the University of Houston in the final round.
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The tournament had two stages: a preliminary round
of debating to determine eliminations and seeds, then a
competitive bracket round to determine a champion. Ortiz
and Pelletier were the No. 2 seed after preliminary debates and
received a bye for the first bracketed round, and they didn’t
debate again until the championship round because of a process
referred to as “stepping over.” If a team ends up matched against
another team from the same school — JMU had four seeded
teams — the team with the higher seed advances past, or “steps
over,” the other team without any debate. Ortiz and Pelletier
were matched against lower-seeded JMU teams — No. 3, No. 7
and No. 10 seeds — for each round until the finals.
“I was really relieved [to have won],” Pelletier said. “It would
have felt really bad to have stepped over all of our teammates,
debate one round and then lose it.”
As for the debate topic, CEDA provides an overall “resolution”
— a statement that proposes a domestic or international policy
— that applies to every debate tournament it holds that year.
The 2021-22 resolution is colloquially referred to as “antitrust,”
meaning the U.S. should expand “the scope of its core antitrust
laws,” as it reads on the CEDA website.
Teams must either argue in favor of the resolution as the
“affirmative” or against the resolution as the “negative.” Overall,
a round of debate lasts about two hours and 15 minutes and
includes eight speeches: The affirmative side gets four, and
the negative side gets four. In their winning round, Ortiz and

Pelletier argued for the affirmative.
“I was the one that was giving the last speech, so I had to take
a few seconds before I actually started speaking because I was
really nervous,” Pelletier said.

“An academic sport”

Debate can be rigorous. Michael Souders, the director of the
JMU debate team, said that during tournaments participants
could be in debates for a total of nine hours in one day.
“The day begins around 7-8 a.m. and … by the time we’re done
with dinner, it’s usually about 11 [p.m.],” Souders said.
Souders has directed the JMU debate team for four years and
leads along with Chaz Wyche, assistant director; Ian Lowery,
assistant coach; and Abhis Sedhai, affiliate coach. Due to the
intensity of debate, Souders referred to it as an “academic sport.”
“It’s a game, and [debaters] are fighting to win,” Souders
said. “[Debate] incentivizes learning by making [it] the key to
winning.”
As an “academic sport,” one of the skills that goes into debate
is a technique called “spreading,” which requires debaters to
present their arguments by speaking quickly. The technique
allows debaters to fit more information into their limited speech
time. Abby Harlow, a junior who won the award for Top Speaker
at the novice tournament, said learning how to debate takes a
lot of different speaking drills.
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“[Spreading] is really fun, but … that was an
adjustment for sure,” Harlow said. “You’ll start
slower and work your way up faster … The more
you practice, the easier it is.”
While speed is an asset in debate, Souders
said it’s not the only skill or quality a debater
needs to succeed.
“The most important thing is being
competitive,” Souders said. “If you win two
debates a tournament, and [another team]
wins five debates a tournament … the team
that wins two, their goal is to win three the next
time, right? The team that wins five, their goal is
to win six.” Harlow emphasized the persistence
a debater needs, but also the ability to form
relationships with one’s partner and team.
“You have to want to invest in your
partnership and invest in being able to learn
how to debate with another person,” Harlow
said. “[Have] your teammate and the rest of
your team in mind.”

Debate tactics and rules
Even though debaters can work on
collaboration and practice traditional skills,
Souders said the type of debate the team
practices actually has very few rules.
“There’s no referee who says you have to
follow the topic,” Souders said. “You could play
guitar. You could sing songs. There’s no rules.”
Pelletier said the most unusual debate tactic
he’s encountered is a line of thought called
“wipeout,” which argues that death is good.
He’s also heard of an argument referred to as
“spark,” which argues that nuclear war is good.
“As long as … it can’t be perceived [that]
you’re targeting a specific group of people, then
you basically have free reign to say whatever
you want as long as you can back it up with

evidence,” Pelletier said.
Lowery, the assistant coach and a second-year
graduate student at JMU, started debate during his
undergraduate studies at George Mason University
(GMU) as a novice and said untraditional ideas
help broaden a debater’s understanding.
“Debate is all about showing people
different ways of looking at the world and
different systems of value,” Lowery said.
“[It’s] an outlet that lets students play with
those ideas … Debate is a game. These are just
different tools that we have to play the game.”
Lowery’s main role on the team is to ease
novices into debating at the beginning of
the school year and continue to teach and
mentor new members as they start learning
and competing.
“The debate community has a culture
where there is an expectation … [that] you
will help the younger people that are coming
up,” Lowery said. “[The novice members] are
so intellectually curious; they are so willing to
put in the effort to work hard.”
As the team finished their season with their
final tournament over April 9-12, Souders
expressed his pride for the competitors and
his eagerness for next season.
“The goal is to just keep students moving
upward in debate so the team continues to be
successful,” Souders said. “Hopefully we can
recruit a new group of novices that are as good
as these, and we’ll just sort of begin the cycle
all over again.”
CONTACT Sarah Foster at foste4sc@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

MASSANUTTEN IS HIRING
For All Levels Of Aquatics Staff

L E V E L S O F AQ UAT I C S STA F F
LEVEL 1 Water Attendant
LEVEL 2

Aquatic Attraction Lifeguard

LEVEL 3

Shallow Water Lifeguard

LEVEL 4

Lifeguard

All swimming abilities are welcome!
APPLY ONLINE @

MASSRESORTJOBS.COM
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Work as you train to advance through the levels of our program!
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By KINGSTON THOMAS
The Breeze

SGA Senate approves
Public Opinion Amendment

The Student Government Association
(SGA) Senate voted to approve the Public
Opinion Amendment, which seeks to
let Leadership Team (LT) meetings be
open to the public. The amendment was
introduced by sophomore Leia Surovell.
Surovell said the resolution isn’t
for a specific behavior or event, but
rather to allow decisions to be made as
democratically as possible.
Previously, there was a closed-meeting
policy where only those in a leadership
position were allowed to attend LT
meetings, resulting in major SGA decisions
being made in private.
All were in favor except senior
Corey Coldron, who said SGA follows
Robert’s Rules of Order — a manual of
parliamentary procedure — which allows
private meetings in niche situations called
an “executive session.”
Coldron said that although he “agrees
with its essence,” he fears the amendment
will negatively impact the LT process
because sensitive topics may go from
being discussed and documented formally
to becoming informal, leading to a less
transparent organization as a whole.
“Trust me,” Coldron said. “I’ve had
to deal with my fair share of various
[organization executive] boards keeping
things too close to the chest. That’s why
I’m adamant about following the structure
set out by Robert’s Rules.”
Additionally, Coldron said he’s not worried
about the amendment passing because
he’s “all for transparency.” Coldron said he
just wanted to voice his concerns and have
people understand the possible dangers.

SGA Senate
approves recognition
of Armenian Genocide Day

In recognition of Armenian Genocide
Rememberence Day on April 24, the
Senate voted to unanimously approve
Senate Resolution 38, which seeks to have
JMU recognize the genocide of 1.5 million
Armenians between 1915 and 1920 by the
Ottoman Turks.
The resolution was written by Surovell
and sophomore Carson Sullivan — who
are both senators — and senior Adrik
Badasarian, a guest speaker at the meeting.
The resolution states that it’s “paramount

to reflect upon genocide and human
tragedy given that human memory fades with
time.”
Badasarian, who comes from Armenian
descent, opened by asking the Senate if they
knew the location of Armenia; few did.
Badasarian said there were approximately
two million Armenians living in the
Ottoman Empire before the genocide, and
following the genocide, between 600,000
and 1.5 million Armenians had been killed.
“In thinking about almost half of a
population slaughtered, what do we term
that murder?” Badasarian asked.
Badasarian said he sought approval of
the resolution by the Senate because one of
his great grandfathers witnessed his entire
family “slaughtered in front of his face.” His
other great grandfather, on his mother’s
side, was saved by a Turkish family in the
Ottoman Empire, he said.
Badasarian said he was happy the
Holocaust was recognized by the same
student body this year, because “it really
tells the importance of recognizing every
genocide that happens, whether it be only
5,000 people, or as much as 1.5 million.”
Badasarian said it’s important for the SGA
to start the narrative of recognizing how
serious mass genocides are. Badasarian
said he wants to reiterate that it’s not all
about him. He’s one of the few Armenians
at JMU, he said, but there have been many
before him and many will come after him.
“I ask that you vote ‘Yes’ on this
proclamation as it’s important to recognize
our communities no matter how small they
are,” Badasarian said.
During the vote, Sullivan interjected, and
said that everyone should recognize the
severity of the issue and said that “it’s not
something to joke around about.” Sullivan said
he observed multiple instances of senators
making “the most abhorrent comments”
during the proceedings a day prior.
“I would just want that to be recognized,
for the sake of everyone here and especially
for our guest,” Sullivan said.
In an email to The Breeze, Badasarian
said he didn’t perceive the room as
“disrespectful in the slightest” and was shown
an “utmost respect from all the senators.”
CONTACT Kingston Thomas at thoma2ks@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news
desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

Madison Root / The Breeze

Key takeaways from
this week’s SGA Senate

By CHARLOTTE MATHERLY
The Breeze

Proposed budget
allocates 78% to
general funds and schools

Interim City Manager Ande Banks presented
Harrisonburg City Council with the first draft
of the fiscal year 2022-23 budget in Tuesday’s
meeting. All in all, the citywide budget adds
up to $335.8 million, with a combined 78% of
that going to general and school funds.
Banks emphasized that this is just the first
draft. As the Virginia General Assembly hasn’t
yet approved next year’s state budget, he said,
Harrisonburg, among other localities, must
wait and see how much state funding it’ll
receive. This means some funds are subject to
change depending on state funding.
“That does have a significant impact on us
and the schools to identify what type of revenue
will be coming from the state to the locality, so
that’s in limbo right now,” Banks said.
General funds were allocated $145,124,948,
or 43% of the budget. Major revenues — most
of the money that will go toward general funds
— include real estate tax at 31.6% as well as
sales tax and restaurant tax, which produce
a combined 22.7% of general fund revenue.
Harrisonburg City schools were the next
largest beneficiary, projected to receive 35%
of funds with $107,110,882 for schools and
$4,977,692 for school nutrition.
While the council must allow a 30-day
public comment period, the 2022-23 budget
must be finalized and adopted by May 30, as
the current fiscal year ends in Virginia June 30.
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Taxes and wages in flux

The Public Opinion Amendment allows Leadership Team meetings to be open to the
public. Matt Young / The Breeze

Additionally, Banks discussed taxes and
city wages as well. He proposed adding to
Harrisonburg’s real estate tax, raising it from
the current 90 cents to 93 cents per $100 —
for a $100,000 house — this would mean an
extra $30 in taxes. The proposed raise, later
approved by the council, will be used to
help pay for the Harrisonburg High School 2
(HHS2) project.
There was some debate over whether to
advertise the real estate tax as 94 cents or
93 cents — the council can easily decrease
the tax but would require a 30-day public
comment period to raise it, Banks said — and
the council approved the raise to 93 cents,
with Council Member Laura Dent voting
against the motion.
Dent said she wanted to approve the 94cent tax to keep the council’s options open to
decrease it to 93 cents. This was in response to

Banks’ recommendation that the council not
set the tax below 93 cents.
Banks also said the Virginia General
Assembly is considering repealing the
grocery sales tax, 1% of which goes to local
government. He said the city estimates
that adds up to $2 million annually, which
could disappear.
“If that is passed, that will have a significant
fiscal impact on the city’s operational budget,”
Banks said.
The draft of the budget includes about $1.9
million for wage increases for Harrisonburg
employees. He proposed a 3% increase for all
city staff, with an additional 2% increase for
city workers on the front lines and in public
safety, like police officers, firefighters and
crisis communications staff.
“What I’ve seen is a need to address the
additional risks that many of those frontline
public safety employees see and live through
day in and day out,” Banks said.

JMU polling
place on track
to move to Godwin Hall

Banks requested that two ordinances,
previously approved by the council March
8, be pushed out to go into effect July 1. One
ordinance will change the city border, while
the other will adjust boundaries between
voting precincts within the city and move
the JMU polling location, or voting precinct
105, from the Convocation Center to
Godwin Hall.
He explained that the ordinances have
to be approved by the state board of
elections, which must approve ordinances
from all state localities. Localities that will
vote on a Congressional representative
this election season are prioritized by the
board. Banks said Harrisonburg Director
of Elections Mark Finks is required to send
out written notifications of the changes
made by the ordinances at least 15 days
before any election, and he may not receive
state approval in time to do so before the
Republican primary election set for June 21.
The council approved the motion to push
the effective dates for both ordinances to July
1 while allowing the change to JMU polling
location to proceed on schedule. Banks
said this is because the Convocation Center
won’t be available for the June primary.
CONTACT Charlotte Matherly at breezeeditor@
gmail.com. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on
Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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DOUBLE Mandate Debate

Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.

A “thank-you-for-yourwriting” pat to my sister
whose writing helped me
through a dark time this
semester.

TAKE

JMU lifting their mask
mandate leaves some
relieved while others feel the
policy change came too soon
EMMA SELI |
compromising
controversy
from OPTIONAL, page 1

From a sophomore who sees
the light at the end of the
tunnel.

A “can-today-get-anyworse?” dart to the person
who hit my car in Warsaw.
From a broke college student
who parked in the lines.

A “chivalry-isn't-dead”
pat to the person who
helped someone pick up
their dropped lunch.

“Just four positive cases have been
observed on campus since March 1," the
email reads. "Additionally, Harrisonburg
and Rockingham County are designated as
having LOW community levels of COVID-19
according to the new CDC criteria.”
In Virginia, parents and students alike
called for the end of mask mandates
in schools, and on Feb. 16, Gov. Glenn
Youngkin (R) signed a bill making masks
optional in public schools. The law was
enacted immediately, but schools had
until March 1 to comply.
At the bill signing, which brought a
crowd of supporters and legislators,
Youngkin said that “children have not only
suffered learning loss, they’ve suffered
relationship loss,” and “we are also
reestablishing our expectations that we
will get back to normal … This is the path."

LUKE PINEDA |
direct
discourse
from MANDATE, page 1

Although the decision is supposed to be
in the best interest of all on campus, it has
a negative impact on those who still want
to mask up.
“Our goal is to create spaces where
individuals feel comfortable making that
[decision] for themselves,” Alger said in an
email to the JMU community.
The community’s ability to make those
students who don’t want to wear a mask
comfortable isn’t in question, but the
inherent nature of not wearing a mask
might make an individual who wants to
continue wearing theirs uncomfortable.
Classroom spaces were the last space that
masking students could actively feel safe
because of the guarantee the previous
policy provided. Now, there isn’t a safe
space left.
Prior to this new policy, students had
the option to enter other spaces that

didn’t require masking, or only had to
be exposed to unmasked areas for a short
time. The classroom isn’t a space students
have the option of avoiding. Since the start
of this academic year, JMU hasn't
allowed professors to change the mode
of delivery save for when they’re in
quarantine or isolation. This restriction
on the mode of delivery has limited the
ability of professors to offer an online
option for in-person classes that COVIDconscious students might not want to
attend. Because Zoom is no longer a hybrid
option for students who are uncomfortable
attending in person, masking students will
be forced to enter a space that may make
them uncomfortable.
Senior Drew Kwak feels similarly. “I
do think that an optional online meeting
[space] might make some people feel
comfortable with the school’s leniency,”
Kwak said. “I do wish smaller classrooms

From an
encouraged observer.

Thursday, April 14, 2022

A “that-was-unexpected”
dart to my major for
changing their degree
requirements mid-semester.
From someone who likes to
plan ahead.
JMU lifted their mask mandate in classrooms starting April 11, leaving some students feeling that the policy change was premature.
Breeze file photo

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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U.Va. lifted their mask mandate on March 21 and have seen an increase in the percent positivity rate regarding COVID-19 cases. Breeze file photo

LUKE PINEDA |
direct discourse
EMMA SELI |
compromising controversy

“I’m glad we can return back to
normal life.”
Harrison Eastman
JMU Junior

CONTACT Emma Seli at seliek@dukes.jmu.edu. For more editorials regarding the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities, follow the opinion desk on Instagram and Twitter @breeze_opinion.

to removing the mask mandate for classroom
spaces, the university only had a 4% positivity
rate compared to almost 16% now. With similar
statistics compared to U.Va pre-mask removal,
JMU could see a similar uptick in COVID-19
cases. JMU’s new policy also doesn’t specify
whether people have to be vaccinated to follow
the new guidelines — varying from previous
messaging about mask requirements for the
unvaccinated.
The new policy pushed by the administration
is eventually going to be necessary once the

“I feel like right now it’s still important to wear masks, it might be
even more so [now].”
Drew Kwak
JMU Senior
Zoom options for students who prefer not to
be in an enclosed space with people who aren’t
masking.
Not only does this policy impact the likes of
students, but it also affects the faculty members,
university staff and immunocompromised
individuals on campus who want to still
mask. These groups are also prone to feeling
the impact of the policy even more so than
the average student, especially since they are
exposed to large numbers of students every
day. It’s too early to see this impact playing
out now, but at other Virginia universities, the
effects can be seen clearly.
U.Va. has felt the impact of lifting the
classroom mask mandate for the last two weeks
now. According to U.Va.’s COVID-19 tracker,
the university has seen 90 new cases since
April 1 from both students and faculty. Prior

global numbers are low, but that time has
not yet come. Many students still want to
wear masks and shouldn’t have to give up the
comfort of the classroom to rush the narrative
that COVID-19 is less of a problem now. With
new variants being discovered, according to the
World Health Organization (WHO), a new wave
of COVID-19 infections could be just around the
corner. The preemptive nature of this policy
could potentially backfire. Let’s just hope that
it doesn’t.
CONTACT Luke Pineda at pinedalm@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more editorials regarding the
JMU and Harrisonburg communities, follow
the opinion desk on Instagram and Twitter
@Breeze_Opinion.
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JMU’s decision to roll back masking requirements follows regulations of other large universities
such as U.Va. and Virginia Tech who have gone mask-optional as well.
With approximately 92% of JMU students and 91% of faculty fully or partially vaccinated, the
move to mask-optional guidelines is a logical one, especially when taking into account the small
number of positive cases on campus. On top of that, students who’ve had COVID-19 in the past now
have increased protection against future infections, and those who are vaccinated and experienced
breakthrough infections have even better immunity to the disease.
In an NPR article on the future of the pandemic, science correspondent Michaeleen Doucleff
explains that “a symptomatic infection triggers a remarkable immune response in the general
population, likely offering protection against severe disease and death for a few years.”
When asked if he was satisfied with JMU’s decision to lift mask requirements, junior Harrison
Eastman said “yes, I’m glad we can return back to normal life.”
Though COVID-19 hasn’t disappeared and probably never will, it’s time to learn to
live with it in our everyday lives. The lifting of mask mandates is the beginning of a new
normal, one that is much needed for not only the JMU community, but the country as well.

were still required to wear masks.”
Kwak later commented on the effect this
policy might have down the road.
“I feel like right now it’s still important to
wear masks, it might be even more so [now],”
Kwak said. “Although in some [areas] infection
rates might be low, it might spring back when
people let their guard down.”
COVID-19 isn’t over and we need to continue
to act that way. JMU should do more for its
masking students than just acknowledging
their presence. The university should provide
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MIA HAZELDINE-ROSS | mia’s ideas
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Graduation
Frustration

Thursday, April 14, 2022

Unclear communication about
commencement frustrates students

The afternoon sun
felt uncharacteristically
harsh as students, weighed
down by heavy backpacks, waited in
an hour-long line that wrapped around
Bridgeforth Stadium. People seemed tired.
Some were frustrated, others bored, but there
was an understanding among the crowd that
they needed to tough it out if they wanted to
walk across the stage at graduation. Caps and
gowns are required and the graduation fair,
according to JMU information at the time,
seemed like the only place students would be
able to purchase them.
“It was hot out,” senior Zae More said.
“There was no place to sit, so I really would
have preferred to have known if there was
another way to do it because I would have not
otherwise. I also personally have a hip injury
so standing in line for that long was really not
great.”
JMU revealed very little information about
purchasing graduation tickets and regalia
at first. All that was explained on JMU’s
website, at the time of the Grad Fair which
was held March 22-23, was that the “first”
opportunity to buy caps and gowns would be
the graduation fair. The website has since been
updated. While this did imply that there would
be more opportunities in the future, it didn’t
specify how many or in what form. It was
completely possible that a student wouldn’t
be able to make a future event and would end
up suffering the consequences. Nowhere was
it clearly mentioned that after the graduation
fair, students would be able to order what they

needed from the bookstore. Had students
known this was the case, the graduation fair
would’ve had far less of a turnout.
“No one that I knew, including myself, knew
anything about how else we’d be able to get it
so a lot of us went, thinking that was gonna be
the only opportunity,” said Moore. “It seemed
like everyone who was there didn’t know there
was another option either. They were just there
to try to get it over with and leave.”
JMU’s vague directions on how to buy caps
and gowns may be the result of a financial
incentive. Students who attended the
graduation fair may have noticed several booths
set up, which offered a variety of goods and
services, including class rings and graduation
photos. Many of those vendors are third party
retailers — like Commemorative Bands, which
makes class rings — that partnered with JMU
to offer their services. Perhaps, in exchange for
easy access, JMU provided a large consumer
base for companies to make money. This, in
itself, is perfectly reasonable as it’s a mutually
beneficial relationship that doesn’t inherently
harm students.
What’s questionable is how JMU,
through vague announcements and poor
communication, seems to have misled
students into attending the graduation fair
so these companies could advertise their
products.
According to Forbes, consumers on average
spend more money when shopping in person
than online. This may be because in person
shopping increases consumer exposure to a
variety of goods and consumers

JMU seniors felt mislead when JMU communication seemed to indicate that the Grad Fair would be the only opportunity to obtain graduation regalia and tickets. Breeze file photo
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Only 1/2 mile South of JMU
on Main St.

1476 South
Main Street.
Lorem Ipsum
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

have less of an opportunity to compare
prices.
Every student needs a cap and gown, but
not necessarily a ring or photo. Rather than
considering what was best for students, JMU
dangled seniors’ walk across the stage just
out of reach to serve third-party commercial
interests.
“I think that things that tend to benefit
them, [JMU] is very clear about,” Moore said.
“I looked on their website for … graduation
info and I looked at all the emails, which I
never do ... because I just didn’t want to stand
out for hours and there was no information
on that at all.”
The event seemed like a waste of time for
students and was especially inconvenient
at a point in the semester when exams and

term papers are often due. JMU should be
prioritizing students’ well-being, not their
corporate partners’ bottom lines. For an
institution that claims to promote integrity
and student focus, its actual demonstration
of those ideals has been beyond lackluster.
If JMU wants to follow its own values, it
should engage in clear communication with
students, even if that means inconveniencing
its corporate partners.

CONTACT

Mia Hazeldine-Ross at
hazeldmg@dukes.jmu.edu.
For
more
editorials regarding the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities, follow the
opinion desk on Instagram and Twitter
@Breeze_Opinion.
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Life after
college
Though college graduates have many
new responsibilities to stress about, having
everything figured out is far from normal
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Ask about
Graduation
Dinner Discounts!

JACOB CARTER | corn on the ‘cob
One month from
now, I’ll (hopefully)
walk the stage at
the Atlantic Union
Bank Center (AUBC) to
accept my degree. Roughly
three months from now, I’m moving to a
city I’ve never been to. And seven months
from now, my student loan payments will
kick in despite the fact that I have yet to land
a job that pertains to my field of study. To
say that my future is uncertain would be an
understatement.
But even as this mountain of uncertainty
stares me down, I’m not worried about my
future – and if you’re about to graduate like
me, you shouldn’t be either.
As the spring semester comes to a close,
many soon-to-be-graduates may not
have established their post-grad plans.
With so many things to deal with at once,
the transition out of college and into the
workforce can be difficult.
Sky Casab is a JMU senior facing the
difficulties of securing jobs and housing.
“It’s so daunting going into the ‘adult’
world with nothing solidified,” Casab said.
“I’m currently in the process of applying for
jobs … Many places want you to apply closer
to when you’ll physically be in the area,
which causes some major anxiety. Same for
apartments — we’re currently on the waiting
list for multiple places, though they want you
to apply closer to when you’ll actually move.”
Many graduating seniors face a similar
debacle. Job applications, credit scores and
lease competitions are rarely covered in
college curricula, so when the time comes
to deal with these things and others like

them for the first time, it may feel like you’re
at an automatic disadvantage. But even if
you have zero experience with any of these
components of the real world, that doesn’t
mean that you won’t find success. Being
aware of the challenges ahead will only help
you in the long run.
For example, the process of determining
your living arrangements is never simple.
Many graduates will return home to live with
their parents — a trend that has only risen
over time. According to Pew Research Center,
52% of 18- to 29-year-olds live with one or
both parents, which marks the first time
since the Great Depression that this figure
broke the 50% mark.
If you fall in this category, there’s no
reason to let the stigma of living with your
parents make you feel as though you aren’t
on the right track. Even if returning home
isn’t ideal, having support from your family
can be incredibly valuable from a financial
standpoint. Rent prices rose 14% in 2021
alone, according to The Washington Post, so
living at home to save money after graduation
can jumpstart the process of finding your
own place as you begin your job hunt.
If you aren’t moving back in with your
parents (like me), there’s a laundry list of
factors that have to be considered: Where will
you move? How will you move there? What’s
the cost of living? Who will you live with? Can
you afford the rent?
Yikes. Take a breath. If you don’t have the
answers to these questions just yet, there’s no
need to worry. If there’s anything
see GRADUATES, page 16
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from GRADUATES, page 14

the pandemic has taught us, it’s that
everything evens out in time. It’s good
to address the looming uncertainty that
awaits, and to even embrace it, but it’s
unwise to succumb to the stress before
the transition out of college has even been
made.
After all, the fact that you have a degree
in the first place is a huge sign of success
to come.
On the success of college graduates,
Pew Research Center states:
“The evidence that a college degree
significantly improves one’s employment
prospects and earnings potential is
overwhelming. Bachelor’s degree holders
are half as likely to be unemployed as their
peers who only have a high school degree
and they make $1 million in additional
earnings on average over their lifetime.”
Regardless of where you move or how
much money you make, it’s safe to say that
in time, success will find its way to you
as a result of the work you’ve already put
in. It’s only natural for life to be turbulent
after graduation, and it’s important to be
able to take that turbulence in stride.
Most of us who graduate this semester
missed a huge portion of the college
experience as a result of the pandemic.
Despite that massive hurdle, we’ve made
it to the other side, and that deserves some
recognition. Take a moment to be proud of
yourself, and to recognize all that you’ve
overcome. You’ve earned it.
CONTACT Jacob Carter at carte3jr@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more editorials
regarding the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the opinion desk on
Instagram and Twitter @Breeze_Opinion.

Seniors compete for jobs and leasing following graduation and face other responsibilities causing stress. Breeze file photo
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to our 95 student employees
& graduate assistants!

We couldn't do it
without you!
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EDITOR Filip De Mott
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Owners of Rocktown Games and Dinamic Cuts said they’ve benefited from SBDC help.
Photos by Abi Middleton

A helpful hand
Local center supports new business

By SARAH ECCLESTON
The Madison Business Review

door to door with a hair dryer but now has
been in business for 29 years. She cuts and
styles hair, does weaves, extensions and foldout braids, helps with hair loss, makes custommade wigs and applies color and relaxers.
Throughout
those
years,
Madden
had never gotten customers through
anything but word-of-mouth — no
phone, no webpage and no social media.
When Madden came to the SBDC,
they helped her set up a website and a
Facebook page. She also got a phone.
Madden estimated the SBDC’s help grew
her business by about 75%. As a result of
this growth, she said, people have wanted
to come work for her and she’s reached
many more customers. She now has an
automated appointment system on both her
website and on Facebook. Madden said the
SBDC is also helping her create videos on
hair loss, one of the areas she specializes in.
“It’s been a journey but it’s been
good,”
Madden
said.
“[McCarthy]
has
helped
me
so
much.”
Currently, Krech said SBDC is offering a
workshop next month that helps businesses
keep employees once they have found them
— something Krech said is related to recent
unemployment rates. She said the center gets
a lot of questions on how to get employees
since the start of the labor shortage.
The SBDC also offers other workshops
including Success through e-Commerce,
Trademark Basics, and Grow Your Business
with Digital Marketing.

Meanwhile, Dinamic Cuts was also helped
by the SBDC. Madden started out by going

CONTACT Sarah at ecclessk@dukes.jmu.edu.
She is a junior media arts and design major.
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Only two years ago, the owner of
Dinamic Cuts hair salon, Diane Madden,
was operating her business completely
through word of mouth — she didn’t even
have a phone. When she started working
with the Shenandoah Valley Small Business
Development Center (SBDC), Diane
McCarthy, an SBDC advisor and her “angel,”
changed the way her business operated.
The SBDC is a nonprofit organization
that offers small businesses workshops
and one-on-one sessions, both free of
charge. They provide a wide range of
services, from how to create a marketing
campaign to how to balance the books.
The SBDC has seven advisers with
diverse backgrounds in the business world,
including owning their own companies
and working within marketing and sales.
They meet with small businesses one-onone to help address their varying needs
and try to hire people with a wide array of
experience so they can meet those needs.
The Shenandoah Valley’s SBDC is only
one of 27 SBDC offices in Virginia. The
Valley’s office has been open since 1989
and is funded by the U.S. Small Business
Administration, as well as supported by JMU,
GMU and a number of local cities. SBDC
also offers assistance in industries such as
cybersecurity, retail and restaurant service.
As an introduction, individuals entering
business can take the “Start Smart”
workshop, which covers the basics of
business. Once they’ve taken the workshop,

these business leaders can sign up for
one-on-one sessions with an adviser.
Joyce Krech, director of Shenandoah
Valley’s SBDC, said that in the one-onone session, businesses discuss what
they want to do and how they want
to go about it. During this time, the
SBDC will address those concerns,
offering new perspectives and strategies.
“This is such a supportive community, this
is such a caring and giving valley,” Krech said.
Josh, Brendan and Eric Mitri are brothers
and co-owners of Rocktown Games, which
opens this Saturday. Their company is
the successor of Monster Games, a game
store that used to be in the same location.
“We’re so connected to the Harrisonburg
community that we decided to take up the
mantle when they decided to close,” Josh said.
For the most part, they don’t come
from business backgrounds. Josh has
sold fireworks for five years in the
parking lot of Monster Games and
describes himself as “business-minded.”
Josh does environmental conservation
work,
Brendan
was
a
software
developer and Eric was a utility locator.
“We’re also big nerds and they say you
should work with what you love so this was
kind of a golden opportunity,” said Brendan.
The brothers say the SBDC helped them
with paperwork because they’d never
started a brick-and-mortar business before.
“The community needs a local game
store, instead of just GameStop,” Josh said.
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Most recently, Caroline Lubert’s research has included the noise of a rocket launch and the vibrations it causes, called vibroacoustics. Courtesy of Caroline Lubert

The Quad Clap
JMU math professor involves students
in the study of acoustics and rocket research
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By MARIA COPELAND
The Breeze
During his sophomore year, mathematics
major Zev Woodstock (’16) was taking an
intro to acoustics course when he found out
about a phenomenon that’s a longtime JMU
legend: When someone stands in the middle
of the circular brick plaza on the Quad and
claps their hands, they hear a high-pitched
squeaking sound.
Woodstock said he was “really curious
about” the acoustic anomaly.
He was taking a special topics mathematics
course in acoustics, so he asked his professor,
Caroline Lubert, if she knew what caused the
squeaking noise. She didn’t — that’s what
prompted Woodstock to focus his final project
for the class on the reason for the sound.
Woodstock pursued the project and
discovered the phenomenon behind the sound.
“Repetition pitch” is a documented effect that
occurs in architectural spaces such as stairs,
or other periodic structures where the sound
reflects from each section of the structure. As the
sound returns to the person who initiated the
noise, it bounces back in small pulses because
each time the sound hits a surface, it has to travel
farther, so it returns at different times. Human
ears register those pulses as a high-pitched
frequency.
Lubert suggested they work together on
producing the work as a conference publication.
The two collaborated on the project as an
independent study, allowing Woodstock

to present his research at a conference in
Indianapolis.
Afterward, he started working with Lubert
again on another independent study — this
time, running experiments in her acoustics lab.
“[Lubert] sort of gives you the liberties to
study what interests you, as long as it’s within
her wheelhouse of acoustics,” Woodstock said.
Lubert has been a professor in JMU’s
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
since 1999. Her research focuses on acoustics,
the mathematical study of sound waves. Most
recently, that’s included the noise of a rocket
launch and the vibrations it causes, called
vibroacoustics.
For the past few years, she’s collaborated with
Wallops Flight Facility, a NASA site on Virginia’s
eastern seaboard operated by Northrop
Grumman — it’s one of the two facilities actively
conducting supply launches to the International
Space Station. The other is SpaceX, owned by
Elon Musk.

In her years at JMU, Lubert has invited a total
of 35 undergraduate students to work with her
on independent studies. They participate in
experiments and modeling in JMU’s acoustics
lab, which Lubert assembled. Recently, students
have attended launches and gathered data at the
Wallops facility.
“When they come in, they’re all super, super
excited,” Lubert said. “Then they get a little bit
nervous, but then I usually give them six or
eight different things that they can work on,
depending on where they feel comfortable, so
there’s lots of different avenues they can pursue.”
The students who work with her come from a
variety of academic programs, Lubert said, which
include acoustics, engineering, mathematics
and physics. Often, they start after taking a
class with her, or sometimes she’ll more actively
recruit them. Some students do experimental
work in the lab and at the launches, while others
create mathematical models.
“‘I find them in [the lab] very often sitting

“[Lubert] sort of gives you the liberties to study what
interests you, as long as it’s within her wheelhouse
of acoustics.”
Zev Woodstock (’16)
JMU alumnus

around chatting and trying to work things out,”
Lubert said. “I think that’s a brilliant experience.”

Inside the lab

Lubert and her first group of research students
assembled the acoustics lab on campus in Miller
Hall in 2003. They worked “night after night”
building the equipment, she said.
At first glance, it looks like a small classroom,
with a table in the center, desks and bookshelves
lined with thick binders and science and math
textbooks. But, there’s also an air tank in a
corner. A pipe travels the length of the wall,
leading from the tank into a structure called
an anechoic chamber, a room that completely
absorbs sound and electromagnetic waves
and is used for acoustical measurement. The
chamber’s inserted into the room, taking up
roughly half the space of the lab.
“If you went in there and I shut you in there, it
would be acoustically dead,” Lubert said. “You’d
hardly hear your own voice if you were talking.”
Grants funded purchases for the lab assembly
and equipment, including one from the Jeffress
Trust. Today, the acoustics lab is located in the
basement of Burruss Hall — it moved from
Miller Hall when the physics department
switched buildings. It’s constructed around an
anechoic chamber.
Lubert and her students are interested in
measuring and simulating the Coanda effect —
a principle that describes the way fluid flows to
follow a curved surface, rather than falling in a
straight line — as it applies to rocket launches.
They model experiments in the lab using air
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continued doing that.”
Wagner described his work as “postexperimental”: He focuses on creating
mathematical simulations based on data
collected by Lubert and her students in the
lab. He also works independently, though he’s
building on the work other students have done.

Outside the lab

Nearly 10 years ago, Lubert connected with
Orbital Sciences Corp., the company that
started running launches at the Wallops Flight
Facility before Northrop Grumman took over.
She was interested in working on the issue of
rocket launch noise and bringing students to
the facility. One day when she was visiting, she
said, she walked into the office and suggested
working together. She didn’t expect to hear
back from anyone, but the next day, the deputy
director gave her a call.
“It was just this sort of random thing of, ‘I
might as well try, what have I got to lose?’ And
then I ended up working on this project for
years,” Lubert said. “We’re getting all sorts of
access to data and all sorts of things from them.”
Lubert has taken students to the facility,
where they gather data at launches.
“They go down with the sound level meter,
and they stand in the field and they take the
measurements as the rocket’s lifting off,” Lubert
said.
Kirk said she visited the Wallops facility twice
while working with Lubert, once in the fall and
once in the spring of her senior year.
“It was one thing to talk about it in the lab
and model it in the lab, but to actually go there
and physically see it was a really, really cool
moment, so that you could see what you were
doing,” Kirk said. “It was no longer just this
abstract concept.”
Woodstock said he was supposed to go on a
trip during his time working with Lubert, but he

had a family emergency come up that weekend.
“My one memory of it is a coffee mug that
they brought back and it just says ‘Wallops
Flight Facility,’” Woodstock said. “But, that’s
one of my prized possessions. I still think fondly
about that time for sure.”
Students who’ve worked with Lubert get
to see their research applied in the practical
world. For Kirk, who’s now a math teacher
in Fairfax County, Virginia, seeing the realworld applications of math have helped her to
articulate concepts to her students.
“I tell my kids all the time about the lab
because I teach Algebra 1, specifically, and so
there’s random topics we’ll cover that I’m like,
‘Guys, I used this when I was in college, doing
rocket science,’” Kirk said. “They always think
that’s kind of cool and fun.”
Kirk said she wishes she’d started her
research with Lubert earlier.
“[It’s] definitely something that everyone
should look into doing, in any capacity,
research of any sort,” Kirk said. “It opens
your eyes to other opportunities that are
out there and applications of what you’ve
been learning in all of your classes.”
Ultimately, Lubert said she wants to give
students experiences that will help them
when they graduate.
“I think it’s great for when you leave
college and go to work,” she said. “That’s
sort of one of the things we try to give
them in the lab.”
CONTACT Maria Copeland at
copelamt@dukes.jmu.edu. For more
on the culture, arts and lifestyle
of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture
desk on Twitter and Instagram @
Breeze_Culture.
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Lubert and her students are interested in measuring and simulating the Coanda effect as it relates to
rockets. Courtesy of Caroline Lubert

Amy Needham / The Breeze

from tanks that’s compressed and sent through
to the anechoic chamber while they record
audio and take images to track the impact of
different pressures used.
Measuring this kind of noise is significant for
rocket launches because when a rocket takes off,
it’s sitting on a trench that carries fuel and debris
away. As the rocket takes off, the resulting noise
causes vibroacoustics, which can damage the
surface of the rocket and the cargo it’s carrying.
“The issue is, can we stop the launch from
being quite as noisy as it is, maybe by changing
the shape of this trench?” Lubert said. “And if
we can do that, then it will be really good for
the rocket in terms of mitigating any problems.”
Students who work with Lubert tend to spend
a lot of time in the lab in Burruss, running
experiments and modeling data. Jen Kirk, who
graduated from JMU with a bachelor’s in math
in 2019 and her master’s in education in 2020,
laughed as she recalled long days in the lab,
estimating that she and her lab partner once
stayed there for eight hours.
“[Lubert] always had this little container of
snacks for us,” Kirk said. “That is honestly what
kept us alive for that weekend.”
Not all of Lubert’s students work in the lab,
though; Grant Wagner, who graduated in May
2020 with a degree in math, has been working
virtually on projects with Lubert and other JMU
professors since his senior year — and hasn’t
stopped since. He now has a government job
in applied math and is continuing to work with
Lubert, as well as former JMU mathematics
professor Jim Sochaki.
“There’s been periods where I haven’t been
working on it so much, and we all haven’t been
working on it so much [because] the pandemic
kind of took it out of us, I think,” Wagner said.
“Because we had transitioned to just online
meetings during the last part of my senior year
as a result of [COVID-19], we just kind of
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Head, Heart, Hands and Health

4-H started as an agricultural organization but has since grown to offer more kinds of developmental opportunities for its members. Cambria Lee / The Breeze

Rockingham 4-H club promotes community, leadership for youth
By EMMA JOHNSON
The Breeze

Thursday, April 14, 2022

When Sarah Craun turned 9 years old, she
joined 4-H without a second thought.
“I’ve been showing dairy cattle since I was 4 or
5 years old at our county fair,” she said.
Craun, now 15, is a current member and
secretary of 4-H in Rockingham County. “My
sister joined 4-H when she was 8 years old
… I remember just being interested in being
involved. I enjoy competing in competitions
and serving the community.”
4-H — Head, Heart, Hands and Health — is
an international agricultural youth development
organization that began in Clark County, Ohio,
in 1902.
4-H club was designed to provide children
and teens with the skills needed “to be proactive
forces in their communities and develop ideas
for a more innovative economy,” according to
its website.
Sam Leech, a 4-H extension agent for youth
development in

Rockingham County, said the club is “a lot more
than cows and corn now,” adding that 4-H’s
main goal is to “provide youth development in
a very positive, hands-on environment.”
Rockingham County’s 4-H club serves
between 350-400 members, including around
100 volunteers, Leech said.
4-H puts on a number of events and
workshops, all aimed at building workplace
skills useful to children and teens attempting to
build interpersonal relationships. Some of these
events include livestock showings, insemination
workshops and hatchery.
Along with various events, 4-H offers a
number of programs, such as horticulture,
cattle farming, veterinary medicine, disease
prevention, food safety and fermentation.
These events allow members to expand their
knowledge in potential fields they may be
looking to start a career in.
“It definitely sets them up for college or trade
school — whatever they want,” Leech said.
“There’s always something
new that kids want to try.”
While 4-H was created as
an agricultural organization
aimed at teaching kids
the skills needed for that

specific area of work, it’s not all the club offers.
Craun said she knows multiple people who
don’t come from agricultural backgrounds
who have the opportunity through 4-H to be
a part of something that allows them to build
leadership skills.
“To a lot of people, there’s a big misconception
that 4-H is just for agricultural stuff,” Dustin
Smith, a program assistant for 4-H in
Harrisonburg, said. “That’s not the case.”
Craun said 4-H has helped her develop
leadership, public speaking, time management
and professional skills — assets that will aid her
in both her life and career.
“The older I’ve gotten, the more important it’s
become to me and the more I see it as a priority
in my life,” Craun said.
Smith said 4-H also offers business skills,
allowing youths to grow their communication
and networking abilities, learn how to
navigate their desired fields and find a sense
of belonging and identity in the fields that best
match their interests.
“It’s always a good thing to have an
educational and safe space for youth to find their
identity and gather crucial life skills,” Smith said.
4-H members span the ages of 9-19 years
old; however, Smith said many stay connected
for life.

“There’s people I’ve met through this program
that I’ve been in touch with for a good portion of
my lifetime,” Smith said. “You really find a sense
of belonging in a very safe place where you can
very much be who you are, rather than having
to conform to something.”
Another key aspect of 4-H is allowing
members to step out of the box and explore
areas and skills that may differ from the
backgrounds they come from and the lives they
were born into.
Craun said 4-H has allowed her to step
outside of her comfort zone, helping her to
develop leadership skills and confidence.
“I’m very comfortable in agriculture but not
so comfortable in being a leader,” Craun said.
“It’s allowed me to develop confidence and
gain qualities to become a better leader and
what it means to be a part of something and the
responsibility that takes.”
The most important part of 4-H, Smith
said, is the sense of community and exposing
young people to things they normally wouldn’t
experience so they can know what they really
want to do.
However, the lifelong connections and
friendships may rival the community aspect
of 4-H.
Craun said the friendships she’s made will last
Sarah Crau
a lifetime, allowing her to develop connections
n has been
a member of
helped her
useful later on in her life.
4-H since sh
develop qual
e was 9 year
ities to be
“I’ve been involved in one way or the
s old and sa
a leader. Co
id it’s
urtesy of Sa
rah Craun
other since I was probably in second or
third grade,” Smith said. “There’s people
I’ve met through this program that I’ve
been in touch with for a good portion of
my life.”
In terms of 4-H’s future, Smith said his
long-term goal would be to start clubs
within Harrisonburg City, providing
educational experiences to children and
teens in town who might not otherwise
get to take advantage of the opportunities
4-H offers.
Leech said he hopes to see the organization
adapt to the evolving generation of those
they serve.
“I think 4-H is changing — the world’s
changing and we’re adapting to our kid’s
needs,” Leech said. “It’s important we make
sure we can adjust ourselves to serve anyone,
no matter their background.”
CONTACT
Emma
Johnson
at
breezecopy@gmail.com. For more on the
culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities, follow the
culture desk on Twitter and Instagram
@Breeze_Culture.
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Sexual assault resources
Professional victim advocate shares on- and
off-campus resources for sexual assault survivors
The counseling center at SSC is one of the
on-campus resources available for
survivors. Sarah Handel / The Breeze

By MORGAN VUKINC
The Breeze
Every 68 seconds, an American experiences
sexual assault. College-aged women are
especially affected by sexual violence with one in
four women experiencing non-consensual sexual
contact during their time in college.
Because April is Sexual Assault Awareness
Month (SAAM), it’s more important than ever to
be aware of the struggles that survivors face and
the resources available to them.
Jackie Hieber, victim advocate and staff
clinician at JMU Victim Advocacy Services
(VAS), discussed on- and off-campus resources
for survivors as well as how they can take care of
themselves and their mental health.

Healing is different for everyone

Thursday, April 14, 2022

When beginning to heal from an experience
with sexual assault or harassment, Hieber said it’s
important for survivors to remember the healing
process isn’t linear and will look different for

everyone.
“Everybody’s going to need something different,”
Hieber said, “and it’s OK if what you need is
different from what somebody else needs …
Sometimes the best thing you can do is recognize
that [a survivor’s] path is going to be their path and
it’s OK if it’s different from what anybody else thinks
it should be.”
Hieber said one predictor of long-term wellbeing and resilience is whether a survivor is
believed about their experience, supported by
those around them and connected to resources.
She said creating an environment where a survivor
can be supported can help them figure out how to
start their healing journey.

Reaching out

Along with being believed and supported,
Hieber said a key aspect of healing from trauma is
connecting with others.
Reaching out to others, whether it’s friends,
family, a therapist or advocate, gives the survivor a
chance to be seen and heard, Hieber said.

Hieber said one of the main reasons sexual
violence causes so much pain and anguish for
survivors is because it’s something that can be
avoided.
“[Sexual violence] doesn’t have to happen,”
Hieber said. “Finding someone who can
acknowledge the harm that happened, see how it
impacted [the survivor] and helping [the survivor]
see that they’re still loved and that they can still be
who they want to be is really important.”

Raising awareness

Awareness months allow professionals and
resources like VAS to come together and reaffirm
their “why.” Hieber said with the focus on sexual
violence this month, VAS is looking to create a safe
space for survivors and create a place where they
can find each other and feel less alone.
SAAM is important because it brings more
attention to sexual violence. From hosting events
to posting on Instagram, every bit of awareness
can help.
Hieber said she appreciates awareness months

because they do just that: bring awareness. During
SAAM, she said, it’s especially important to have
conversations about how to change society and
get rid of the stigma around sexual violence and
prevent sexual violence because it’s something that
impacts a large amount of people.
However, as with any awareness month, Hieber
said the conversation about sexual violence
shouldn’t be isolated to SAAM.
“If we only try to do something during April,
nothing’s going to change,” Hieber said. “Sexual
assault is happening during every part of the
year — it doesn’t just confine itself to April — so
we need to be trying to address it, prevent it and
support survivors all the time. If we only give our
attention to sexual violence during April, it’s a huge
disservice to everyone.”

On-campus resources

While every survivor’s healing journey looks
different, Hieber said, there are many on-campus
resources survivors can look to for professional
help. VAS is located in the Student Success Center
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and is associated with JMU’s University Health Center (UHC).
The services are free and confidential, offering health resources,
options to report incidents, medical care and counseling services
from professional victim advocates.
Also located in SSC, the Counseling Center offers more resources
for survivors. The Center offers a Sexual Trauma Empowerment
Program (STEP) that provides consultations, education and other
resources. The program is free and confidential and consists of
individual, group or emergency sexual trauma counseling.
Title IX allows survivors to report any sexual harassment or
misconduct if they wish to do so. The service is located in Madison
Hall and “seeks to reduce or eliminate barriers to educational
opportunity caused by sex discrimination,” according to its website.

Off-campus resources

Hieber recommended two off-campus resources: The Collins
Center and First Step.
The Collins Center is a survivor advocacy center located in
downtown Harrisonburg with a mission of “promoting healing
through compassionate and collaborative services to all affected
by sexual harm,” according to its website.
The Center offers many different services such as hospital
accompaniment, crisis support sessions, legal advocacy, support
groups, prevention and education, trauma-informed therapy and
child advocacy.
First Step: A Response to Domestic Violence aims to support
survivors of dating and domestic violence in the Harrisonburg area.
The center shelters survivors and always has a staff member on site
to meet in person with survivors and answer the 24-hour hotline.
Along with sheltering survivors, First Step offers crisis
intervention services, legal advocacy, case management, re-housing
for survivors, resources for children affected by domestic violence
and counseling.
Sexual violence is something that shouldn’t exist, at JMU or
anywhere. While it’s important to bring awareness to it during April,
sexual violence will never disappear if attention is only given to it
during one month of the year.
“I think it’s great for when you leave college and go to work,” she
said. “That’s sort of one of the things we try to give them in the lab.”

Anna Gould / The Breeze

CONTACT Morgan Vukinc at vuknicma@dukes.jmu.edu.
For more on the culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU
and Harrisonburg communities, follow the culture desk
on Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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bring on
the youth
Spring practice gives
young players a chance to shine
Wide receiver Blake Barnes catches the ball at practice. Cambria Lee / The Breeze
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By MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze

A loud, sharp shrill cuts through the
air on a peaceful Saturday morning in
Harrisonburg.
Grunts echo the cement walls of
Bridgeforth Stadium as players line up for
sprints, and sweat beads on their foreheads
as the April sun shines down on the turf —
10-yard sprints back and forth in the end
zone after a three-hour practice.
The whistle blows again. And again. And
again. Finally, head coach Curt Cignetti
calls it a day and gathers his team together
for one final talk before sending everyone
home.
Another day of spring training is in the
books.
“The goal [is] to get better every day and
get to the point where we're playing winning
football on offense, defense, special teams
— individually and collectively,” Cignetti
said.
The young Dukes are presented with
a rare opportunity at JMU football’s first
spring training since 2019 — to make an
impression on Cignetti. JMU has nearly
16 veteran players in offseason recovery,
either returning in the final days of spring
training or in fall training camp.
The head coach still expects these
missing pieces to return as “key
contributors” for JMU’s first campaign in
the Sun Belt Conference, but he's also said
he’s enjoyed watching young players step
up to the challenge thus far.
“I think it's gonna take some time,
because we got a lot of new faces right now
and a lot of different positions, especially
offensively,” Cignetti said. “But this team's
got a lot of new faces and a lot of positions
that we need to develop.”
Cignetti has said he sees glimpses
of what his Dukes will look like by the
season opener against Middle Tennessee

in practices and scrimmages, but with so
many veterans out, it’s difficult to see a
final roster coming together.
But the biggest help that’s come from this
spring are the six freshmen entering the
scene for the first time. Punter Hugo Nash,
quarterback
Alonza Barnett III
and defensive
lineman
Tyrique
Tucker have all
begun making
impressions on
Cignetti
and
the Dukes.
“I'm really
excited
for
[Tyrique
Tucker],”
redshirt senior
linebacker
Diamonte
Tucker-Dorsey
said.
“I'm
Curt Cignetti
happy for him.
I'm proud of JMU football head
him. And he's
definitely going
to be a player for us. I can guarantee that.”
One concern Cignetti said was a "point
of improvement” was the offensive line.
JMU had a young line defending former
quarterback Cole Johnson (2016-21) last
season and now face the same issue again.
The Dukes will welcome back redshirt
junior offensive lineman and 2021 AllAmerican Nick Kidwell in August, but for
now, the lineman sits on the sidelines as a
leader and guiding the newer faces through
JMU’s process.
“It's more just keeping others calm,
easing their nerves and answering
questions,” Kidwell said. “If you mess up
on the field, your blood pressure is through
the roof. [It’s teaching to] just settle those

guys down and just get ready for the next
play.”
Kidwell mentioned freshman center
Carter Miller as a standout throughout
spring practices, and even cracked a joke
on Miller’s talents despite being so young.
Cignetti has also
taken note of
Miller’s efforts,
calling him a
potential No. 2
center for the
offensive
line
this season.
“[Miller's]
got a brick wall
tattooed on his
arm and he's a
stone wall … I'm
really
excited
for what he's
gonna do here,”
Kidwell said. “I
mean, he should
be at the prom
next
month.
coach
Now, he's on the
field right now.”
Following
the team’s first scrimmage, Cignetti said
it’s difficult to determine who stood out
the most but said he was impressed with
multiple players, even when considering
how the missing veterans will eventually
fill in some positions.
“There's a lot of young guys getting
valuable reps,” Cignetti said. “It's important
that they keep improving, because the nextman-up mentality is a part of football.”
Aside from freshman standouts, redshirt
freshmen, sophomores and transfers are
also taking their opportunity to fight for
playing time.
The biggest example? JMU’s wide
receiving core.
After the Dukes graduated former

“I think it's going to take
some time, because we
got a lot of new faces
right now and a lot of
different positions.”

receiver Scott Bracey and lost Antwane
Wells Jr. to the transfer portal, many
question marks are left as to who redshirt
senior Kris Thornton will play with this fall.
JMU added a few transfers to its roster,
including Monmouth receiver Terrence
Greene Jr., who’s slowly learning the
Dukes’ style as practices go on.
“I mean, it's different,” Thornton said.
“We got some new starters. But with
Terrence [Greene Jr.] and Kobe [White]
coming in, they bring in some more depth
and I think we're all clicking really, really
quick.”
Cignetti said for the majority of his new
transfers, it can take time before they’re
comfortable with JMU’s playing style.
“The thing you got to remember about
the transfers is, my history with those guys,
is [that] it takes them a while early on,”
Cignetti said. “These guys are learning a
new offense and defense, and I'm pleased
with [them].”
Even as these question marks linger in
Cignetti's mind, the head coach said he
believes that the Dukes are on their way
to his expectation of a Sun Belt team. His
goal right now, however, is to continue
evaluating his team throughout the final
two scrimmages of spring training, learn
everything he can about his new opponents
and enjoy the impact spring football has on
the Dukes’ development.
“I'm walking off the field with a better idea
[of ] who we are today and understanding
there's a lot of pieces of the puzzle not out
there practicing and [that] we could be
adding a few more,” Cignetti said. “It'll be
exciting to be ready. I see a lot of positive
signs [already].”
CONTACT
Madison
Hricik
at
breezesports@gmail.com. For more
football coverage, follow the sports desk
on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Friday, april 15
All Day
Women’s golf at 2022 CAA Championship
3 p.m.
Softball at College of Charleston
6 p.m.
Baseball vs. Northeastern
6 p.m.
Men’s tennis vs. Morgan State (York, Pa.)

HOMECOMING KING

Saturday, April 16
All Day
Women’s golf at 2022 CAA Championship
All Day
Men’s golf at Hawkeye Invitational
10 a.m.
Track & field at JMU Invite
Noon & 2 p.m.
Softball at College of Charleston

Junior Holden Koons has only lost once this spring and is undefeated against CAA competition. Matt Young / The Breeze

Top men’s tennis player to face off
in hometown for regular season’s final weekend
from COMING HOME, page 1

Dukes’ match at Wisehaven is that fans
from the area will get to see everything
come full circle in Holden’s return to the
area, Dawn said. Growing up, she said, a
lot of these people helped Holden train
when he couldn’t find hitting partners and
she said she’s appreciative of everyone
who’s helped Holden reach this level.
“Holden wouldn’t be playing the way he
is if people in the [York] tennis community
hadn’t always encouraged and supported
him,” Dawn said. “There’s been people
over the years when Holden was a little guy
and needed competition [that] would play
him even when it was awkward for them,
[but] they still did it. He’s just always had a
lot of people help him get better.”
The April 15 match between the Dukes
and Bears is set for a 6 p.m. start, and the
match has been promoted on Wisehaven’s
Instagram, encouraging everyone in the
area to come out for the match. While
it’s classified as a neutral-site match, the
family and friends expected in attendance
may create a Harrisonburg-type feel as the
Dukes close out their season this weekend,
first at Wisehaven on April 15 and then at
Penn State on April 17.
CONTACT Craig Mathias at mathiack@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more men’s tennis
coverage, follow the sports desk on
Twitter @TheBreezeSports.

4 p.m.
Baseball vs. Northeastern
4 p.m.
Women’s tennis at Old Dominon

Sunday, april 17
All Day
Women’s golf at 2022 CAA Championship
All Day
Men’s golf at Hawkeye Invitational
1 p.m.
Baseball vs. Northeastern
4 p.m.
Men’s tennis at Penn State

tuesday, april 19
4 p.m.
Baseball vs. Richmond

Wednesday, April 20
3 p.m.
Baseball at George Mason

Friday, april 22
11 a.m.
Track & field at U.Va. Invite
6 p.m.
Baseball vs. William & Mary

Thursday, April 14, 2022

The York, Pennsylvania, native called
Wisehaven home for most of his tennis
childhood, and he said he’s happy to be
back where it all started for an NCAA
match. While the team — and Koons
himself — will treat it as another match,
he said he can’t ignore all the support that
will come from playing in his hometown.
“It just works out perfectly with our
schedule,” Koons said. “I’m excited to
play in front of those friends and family.
People in the area don’t get to see Division
I tennis much [and] I think it’ll be a fun
match. The people there will make it fun,
but to us it’s just another match.”
One of Koons’ supporters who’ll be in
attendance is his mother, Dawn Koons.
She’s made the approximately three-hour
trip down to Harrisonburg for some of his
matches but is happy some of Holden’s
fans that haven’t seen him play at JMU will
get that opportunity, she said.
“We’re excited to have the team come
through because there were many times
when local people supported Holden
here,” Dawn said. “They would say,
‘Oh, it’d be great to see him play here
sometime’ … The fact that he’s coming
here is really nice because it really is one
of these hometown things that all the
years that Holden was playing and having

success, people around here have always
been positive and asked how he’s doing or
lended him support.”
Excitement has been building in the
area since an article in the York Dispatch
announced an NCAA Division I match will
be played in the area where Koons built
his legacy. Many York residents watched
Koons at his alma-mater, Dallastown High
School, where he amounted to a four-time
district champion and a two-time state
semifinalist, including reaching the state
final in 2018.
Myers said his staff and himself expect
a large crowd for the Friday night match.
Myers added that they’ve been promoting
this match to club members for a couple
of weeks.
“I anticipate a large crowd,” Myers said.
“[My staff ] and I have been banging the
drum to get our students to be able to see
this and a lot of the members of the club
because you don’t get this opportunity
every day to see some good Division I
tennis, especially because even if you’re a
casual fan of tennis [from York], you know
who Holden is.”
In preparation for Holden’s return
this weekend, Dawn said that Hayden
Koons, Holden’s younger brother, is
doing everything to make sure his fellow
teammates from Dallastown have enough
JMU gear to wear for the match.
What helps add excitement for the

1 p.m.
Lacrosse at William & Mary
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Bases
on lockdown
Dukes’ improvement backed
by prideful, calculated defense
By WILL MORAN
contributing writer

“If you don’t play defense, you aren’t going
to win games.”
JMU baseball head coach Marlin Ikenberry
said this about defense this year — “the most
important thing in college baseball,” he
called it — and it’s turned the corner as the
season’s progressed.
In the opening series against Florida State,
JMU gave up 21 runs and 27 extra base hits

(XBH). In the 28 games following that series
in Tallahassee, the Dukes haven’t given up
more than four XBH per game. JMU’s hitters
are firing on all cylinders, but Ikenberry said
a lockdown defense has been the biggest
driver for the Dukes’ success in 2022.
“We pride ourselves on [defense],”
Ikenberry said, “doing all the right things to
get outs.”
The Dukes had an up-and-down start this
year. In conference play, they’re currently
sixth (4-5 CAA) after being swept by the
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JMU’s prevention of extra-base hits (XBH) has greatly bettered since the Florida State series.
Valerie Chenault / The Breeze

College of Charleston, but the team is 17-14
overall and on track to its first winning season
since 2011. A catalyst has been exploiting
opposing hitters’ weaknesses through the
strength of JMU’s pitching staff and the
implementation of new defensive tactics.
“We are really working hard to do different
things in our defensive schemes,” Ikenberry
said, “with shifts and putting our guys in
different positions, and I think it has really
helped out.”
In the 16 games that the Dukes have hit
more XBH than their opponents, they’re 124, something redshirt sophomore shortstop
Mason Dunaway credits to how the team
approaches defense.
“As long as we can keep the other team
from hitting, then I think we have a very good
shot at winning,” Dunaway said.
Another aspect of the Dukes’ game that
contributes to winning games is Ikenberry’s
approach to focus while on the field.
Ikenberry said he places an emphasis on
focusing in six-second intervals. The average
time between pitches is six seconds, so with
this ideology, the Dukes focus on this interval
and then zone out for six seconds. Dunaway
said it’s virtually impossible to have full focus
during a 2 1/2 hour game.
“If everyone tries to focus [the] entire
game, there is no way it’s going to happen,”
Dunaway said. “In between pitches being
able to do what you need to do, and then
right as he is starting to pitch, [lock in] and
get ready to make a play.”
Having the liberty to zone out during a
game’s down time ensures that the players’
minds are sharp, so when it’s time to make
a play, they’re ready, Ikenberry said. This
influences their mental strength, he said,
which also contributes to their physical play
on the field.
“We work on [this mindset], we talk
about it,” Ikenberry said. “We talk about our
ready position, we talk about our first step
quickness, being accurate with our throws.”
The mental aspect of the game, influenced
heavily by the six-second ideology Ikenberry
pushes, Dunaway said, has had a real impact
on the team’s defense and the way the team
has approached the season.
Redshirt sophomore outfielder Chase
DeLauter has been a leader for the team this
season, but he suffered a foot injury April 9
versus CoC. In the batter’s box, DeLauter leads
the team in almost every statistical category,
and he said great defense has contributed to
the team’s performance this season.

“That’s what wins ball games … so we
eed to be able to pitch and play defense,”
DeLauter said. “If we hold the whole team
under four or five runs, I trust that we
will put up [the] equivalent of that on the
offensive side.”
In games where the Dukes limit their
opponents to under five runs, they’re 152. On the other hand, when they allow
more than five runs, they’re 1-9. Limiting
runs for the other team has been working
for the Dukes and is something Dunaway
said he understands is important to
winning games.
Not only does strong defense keep
the opponent from scoring but it
also contributes to the whole team’s
momentum and plays a role on the other
side of the ball as well, Dunaway said.
“[Good defense] contributes a big part,”
Dunaway said. “If [they’ve] got two men
on with one out and they are looking to
score and [we] can turn a double play …
that changes the whole momentum of
the game, takes the momentum from the
other team and gives it to us.”
This shift in momentum helps the Dukes
on the defensive side, and DeLauter said
he notices its effect on the offensive side
of the ball as well.
“[Strong defensive play] gives us life,
gets us out of an inning,” DeLauter said,
“then it gives us a chance to put up runs.”
Team momentum has greatly contributed
to JMU’s better-than-usual start to the
season, with defensive performances
leading to offensive explosions to take
games by large margins. A stout defensive
game, along with multiple six or more run
innings, highlighted a 28-4 win against
VMI. Quality pitching, coupled with an
11-run seventh inning, capped off a 19-1
home victory over Quinnipiac.
Ikenberry said he’s pushed the idea
of being “comfortable while being
uncomfortable” through playing better
defense away from Veterans Memorial
Park because of the increased expectations
on JMU this year.
Those expectations stem from what JMU
places above all else. As Dunaway said,
“defense wins games.”
CONTACT Will Moran at moranwp@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more baseball coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter @
TheBreezeSports.
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Throw it away
y

Anna Gould / The Breeze

Shelby Staib breaks the JMU
track & field javelin throw record
ics

Skyla Davidson said watching the
hard work Staib puts in makes her a
“really encouraging” teammate.
“Last year she took pictures of
me triple jumping, which was a
lot of fun,” Davidson said. “She
was right there on the runway
with me when I was back triple
jumping at the home meet.
She’s a really good teammate
and encourages everyone to
try and do their best and
excel [in] their events.”
After Staib broke the
javelin record, Davidson
said the whole team was
proud — even the athletes who couldn’t make
the meet reached out and congratulated her.
“I know she’s been working really hard in
javelin to get that record and go to NCAAs,”
Davidson said. “We were all super happy about
it and she was so happy. It was a cool thing to
see.”
Davidson said Staib is a leader but, because
the team is so big, it’s hard to show leadership
qualities to everyone. She said Staib is
involved in the other events to encourage her
fellow teammates.
“In her own way, I can tell with the people
she practices with, she’s a leader,” Davidson
said.
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This season, Shelby Staib’s goal was to
break the school record in the javelin throw.
The redshirt junior thrower kicked off the year
finishing second in the javelin at the March
18 Bob Davidson Memorial Invitational,
throwing 47.88 meters. Her performance
ranked second-best in the history of JMU
javelin throw.
Six days later, she was first.
Staib’s crowning moment this season
came at the three-day Raleigh Relays, March
24-26. She placed ninth overall in the javelin,
throwing for 48.92 meters — the best javelin
performance in JMU history.
“It means a lot to me [to break the record],”
Staib said. “It’s a really great feeling to see
myself put in that work and then now see the
results that I’ve worked for all year long.”
The record was previously held by Nicolette
Serratore (2015-19), who threw 48.43 meters
in 2019.
When Staib was a freshman, she said
the then-fifth year thrower Serratore was a
role model to her. JMU’s track & field head
coach Ron McCown said Serratore reached
out to Staib and congratulated her on her
achievement.

Staib said Serratore was a great athlete, a
great person and was supportive of her about
going after the javelin record. Staib said it was
“a big honor” to have that support from her.
This is Staib’s second season in college
outdoor track after not competing her
freshman year due to the pandemic. Last
year she participated in the triple jump,
but McCown wanted Staib’s attention on
throwing this season. Staib was third in the
conference in javelin last year.
“She’s definitely a gifted athlete,” McCown
said, “but her jumps … were just out of the
scoring [finishers] in our conference meet, so
we figured it’d be best to focus on the throws.”
With Staib’s attention solely on throwing
events, she said she frequents medicine
ball workouts that help her with speed and
strength. She lifts three times a week and
practices throws twice a week.
When Staib is throwing, she said McCown
is her “go-to” and is always there to help her
improve. McCown has been JMU’s head
coach since 2018 and said it’s “always a
pleasure” to see an athlete break a record.
“To know the hard work that Shelby’s put
in and as focused as she is, I was very happy
and pleased that she got that [record],”
McCown said.
Staib’s hard work has shown not only in
her sport, but in her teamwork. Senior jumper
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By JOHN BREEDEN
The Breeze

Staib followed up her recordbreaking throw finishing sixth place
in the javelin in the second day of
the Hurricane Alumni Invitational
on April 9, throwing for 44.96
meters.
Breaking the javelin record
takes some pressure off, Staib
said, as it was one of her
season goals. Her attention
now lies on the regionals
meet after she said her
record-breaking javelin
performance
should
solidify her the chance to
compete.
Now that Staib has broken the school’s
javelin record, McCown said he believes Staib
can achieve an even loftier goal: making it to
the final round of the NCAA championships
after making it to the first round last year.
“I have seen definite improvement each and
every year, more so on just learning how to be a
Division I student-athlete,” McCown said. “Her
focus and her work ethic each year … just gets
better and better and it’s paying off for her.”
CONTACT John Breeden at breed2jr@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more track & field coverage, follow
the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Crack
the lineup
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Opinion | How will the USMNT’s roster look in the World Cup?
By LOGAN SKINNER
The Breeze

October 10, 2017, lives in infamy as
the day the U.S. Men’s National Team
(USMNT) failed to qualify for the 2018 FIFA
World Cup. After almost five years and
two coaching changes later, the “golden
generation” of U.S. soccer is headed back
to the promised land — the 2022 World
Cup in Qatar. The only question remaining:
Who should be in the starting lineup?

Forwards:
Christian Pulisic, Brendan
Aaronson and Ricardo Pepi

Christian Pulisic is the face of the
USMNT. The Chelsea forward scored
five goals for the U.S. during World Cup
qualifiers, including a hat trick against
Panama. While he has no World Cup
experience, Pulisic was among the more
seasoned players on the USMNT squad
during the last round of qualifying with 48
career appearances.
Brendan Aaronson has had a meteoric
rise the past two years. Beginning as a
homegrown attacking midfielder for the
Philadelphia Union, Aaronson was sold to
Red Bull Salzburg in October 2020 for an
estimated $6 million. The 21 year old has
proven to be worth the money, scoring
eight goals in two seasons with the Austrian
club. Aaronson made 18 appearances
for the U.S., scoring five goals. But what
makes Aaronson valuable for the U.S. is
his on-ball pressure and ability to generate
scoring opportunities.
Like Aaronson, Ricardo Pepi seemingly
came out of nowhere and is now one of U.S.
soccer’s top European exports. He earned
Major League Soccer’s Young Player of
the Year Award for the 2021 season as an
18 year old. Pepi scored three goals in 11
appearances for the U.S. during qualifiers
and he assisted Aaronson’s goal in the 4-1
win over Honduras last September.

Midfielders:
Weston McKennie, Yunus
Musah and Gio Reyna

taking home the Golden Glove Award in the
process. Berhalter had a problem to solve —
should he stick with Zack Steffen in net even
though he was playing in a limited capacity
with Manchester City, or should he go with
the hot hand in Matt Turner?
While the two keepers split time during
qualifiers — due in part to both dealing
with injuries — Steffen started both
matches against Mexico, indicating that
he’d earn the starting job. This only fueled
debate further.
Steffen proved his worth to U.S. soccer
with seven saves against the eventual
World Cup champion France in June 2018.
Steffen’s Manchester City experience
will be an asset for the U.S. in November

when it faces an
England
squad
filled with Premier
League footballers,
including his club
teammates Raheem
Sterling and Jack
Grealish.
While the USMNT roster
will be young, it’s robust with
talent and has the potential
to make noise in the World Cup both in
November and four years later.
CONTACT Logan Skinner at skinnela@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage, follow the sports
desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.

Defenders: Walker
Zimmerman, Antonee
Robinson, DeAndre Yedlin
and Sergiño Dest
Walker Zimmerman and Antonee
Robinson have played a combined 990
minutes so far in 2022, and both have been
productive. Robinson scored two goals
during World Cup qualifying and was tied
with Pepi for the USMNT’s assist lead during
that time. Despite Zimmerman not being a
part of the initial U.S. squad for qualifiers,
he added a goal and an assist for the USMNT
and wore the captain’s armband for multiple
matches. As solid as the backline was for the
U.S. thus far in 2022, the U.S. can use more
experience on defense.
With 73 career appearances for the stars
and stripes and his experience playing
in the 2014 World Cup, DeAndre Yedlin
will give the U.S. needed experience.
Yedlin appeared in nine of the qualifiers
and played 141 minutes during the final
qualifying round. He’s one of Team USA’s
fastest players and uses that speed on the
perimeter to create scoring chances.
Sergiño Dest hasn’t seen the field
for the USMNT since its January loss to
Canada and has dealt with injuries, but
like McKennie he should be at full strength
by November. Dest started six matches for
the U.S. in qualifying, scoring one goal and
assisting another. The Barcelona defender
made 18 appearances in LaLiga this season
and assisted three goals.

Goalkeeper: Zack Steffen
Heading into the 2021 campaign, it
seemed that Zack Steffen would be the
starting keeper for the U.S. for the duration
of World Cup qualifiers. Then in July, Matt
Turner had a historic CONCACAF Gold Cup,
winning the tournament with the U.S. and

Take a swing
Harrisonburg Little League opens its season
By LOGAN SKINNER
The Breeze

Harrisonburg Little League (HLL) held its
annual opening-day ceremony for the spring
2022 season Saturday — its first since 2018.
“We love seeing everybody out there,” HLL
board member and coach Jared Dull said. “I
love seeing the kids’ faces, so I’ve been sad the
last few years.
HLL includes boys and girls aged 6-16
and hosts five softball divisions, six baseball
divisions and a challenger league for players
with physical or intellectual disabilities.
HLL opening day was rained out in 2019, and
COVID-19 put the ceremony on hold for the
2020 and 2021 seasons. Despite some rain on
Friday night, HLL went ahead with the event.
2022 also marks the first year for HLL to have
a spring season as it didn’t have a 2020 season
and held a condensed summer 2021 season.
Harrisonburg High School baseball player
Eddy Perez said it “feels good” to have a full
spring season after only having 10 games the
previous year.
The festivities included moon bounces, a
magician and each player getting to run the

bases and high-five Duke Dog at home plate.
Former JMU outfielder Kate Short (formerly
Gordon) was at the event and threw the first
pitch. Short also spent time signing autographs
and chatting with the players.
In five seasons with the Dukes, Short set the
JMU and CAA record with 71 career home runs
and also holds career program records for slugging
percentage, runs batted in, runs scored and total
bases. Women’s Pro Fastpitch announced Friday
that Short signed a contract with the Smash It
Vipers for the 2022 season.
“[Short] started in Little League,” Dull said.
“These little girls and boys can go, ‘I want to be that.’”
Dull said it took months of planning and
a lot of “man hours” to get the event up
and running. This included monthly board
meetings starting in the winter.
“It feels phenomenal to be back to some sort
of normal,” HLL President Dean Warlitner said.
“I know that Little League is not as important as
other things … but for kids, it’s pretty important.”
CONTACT Logan Skinner at skinnela@dukes.jmu.
edu. For more softball coverage, follow the sports
desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Weston McKennie was sent home from
USMNT camp in September for violating
COVID-19 protocols and putting his career
in jeopardy. McKennie made amends with
head coach Greg Berhalter and earned
his way back onto the roster for the next
qualifying window, scoring two goals for the
U.S. He’s been out since late February with
a foot injury, but he has plenty of time to
recover before the World Cup in November.
Yunus Musah played 390 minutes for the
U.S. in 2022. He didn’t score in qualifiers,
but Musah assisted two goals and gave
the U.S. many scoring opportunities in the
March 24 match against Mexico, earning
Man of the Match honors.

Aside from forward Jordan Morris,
no USMNT player has been as plagued
by injury as Gio Reyna. He sustained a
hamstring injury last September against El
Salvador and reaggravated it in February.
The 19 year old returned to the pitch for
Borussia Dortmund two weeks later but
hasn’t scored for either the U.S. or his club
team since the injury.
Reyna saw minutes in the last three
qualifying matches as a substitute and
appeared to be nearing full strength, but
then sustained a muscle injury against
Stuggart on April 10, ending his Bundesliga
season. Assuming he’ll be healthy come
November, Reyna’s dribbling and ability to
create space will be an asset for the U.S. in
the World Cup.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

$10.95

$9.99
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$17.95

Hours:
Monday- Thursday: 11am-9:30pm

$21.95

Friday-Saturday: 11am-10:30pm
Sunday- CLOSED
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By Kathy Lowden

DOWN
1 Aids in illegal
activity
2 Actress Marisa
3 Tribal symbol
4 Cleopatra’s snake
5 Did not remain
silent
6 Cylindrical barn
neighbor
7 Kimmy Schmidt
player __
Kemper
8 Hog’s home
9 Will Smith film
suggested by an
Asimov classic
10 Free, after “at”
11 __-Seltzer
12 Nair rival, once
13 Phone no.
go-withs
19 More pristine
21 Had an evening
meal
25 Stuff of legends
27 Depleted
29 NorCal NFL team
31 Wyatt of Dodge
City
32 Naan relative
33 Refinery
by-product
34 Church benches
35 Corp. bigwig

Saturday’s Puzzle Solved

stumpe

find the
answers
online

d?

$17.95

ACROSS
1 Bar passer: Abbr.
4 Donkeys
9 Silly
14 Heckler’s word
15 Kind of milk one
shouldn’t cry over
16 Luxury watch
17 CPR expert
18 Petite Mattel doll
with her own
Netflix TV series
20 Put on a peg, as
a golf ball
22 Carp in a pond
23 WWII subs
24 Rich as Croesus,
e.g.
26 Lire replacers
28 Person, place
or thing, in
grammar
30 Irish or English
dogs
34 Guy featured
in “Practical
Principles of
Plain and Perfect
Pronunciation”
38 MSN competitor
39 Ooze with
40 Silent assent
41 Main blood
vessel
43 World Wide __
44 Porky’s girlfriend
46 Wand
symbolizing royal
authority
49 Snow pea
holders
50 __ & Young:
accounting firm
52 Places for belts
56 Séance contact
59 Firepit residue
61 Avoid completely
62 Animated feline
in Inspector
Clouseau films
65 “... butterfly ...
bee” boxer
66 Broadway
backer
67 Road one-eighty
68 Dangerous tide
69 Aptly named
novelist
70 Digital units
71 Second
addendum to a
letter ... and a hint
to 18-, 34-, 44and 62-across

www.breezejmu.org/
site/crossword_
answers/

©2022 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

36 Boob __: TV
37 “... like the __
calling the kettle
black”
41 Verdi opera set in
Egypt
42 Watering place
44 Prefix for “five”
45 Remote area
known for its
middle?
47 Livened (up)
48 Almost a homer

4/11/22

51 Badly worn
53 Musical symbol
54 Dutch flower
55 Little scissors
cuts
56 Box for practice
57 Tree with needles
58 “Young
Frankenstein”
Fräulein
60 Close, as a door
63 Well-worn pencil
64 OR attendants
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MADISON
MARKETPLACE

Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool.
Ads run two weeks online and in two print editions.

JOBS

Graphic
Designer
Wanted
The Breeze, JMU’s award-winning student
media organization, seeks a student
graphic designer for print and online
advertising. Job requirements include
creating ads for clients, collaboration
with Advertising Coordinator, page
layout and design. Must be deadline
oriented. Knowledge of Adobe software
and previous design experience. EOE.
Apply at JMU Job Link

Part-Time Job Opportunity Custodian Senior

Do you want a job with the City that
helps project a friendly image to our
citizens, employees and others? If so,
the Custodian Senior position in the
City’s Parks and Recreation Department
may be the right opportunity for you!
Preferred Hiring Range: $12.03/hr. $13.83/hr. EOE.

Career Opportunity - Engineering
Field Utilities Liaison

Are you looking to make a career
move that allows you to utilize your
previous public utilities experience
while performing a variety of field work
and leadership duties? If so, apply to
the City of Harrisonburg’s Engineering
Field Utilities Liaison opportunity! Find
out more/apply online: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Venue Staff

The concert season at Ting Pavilion
in Charlottesville is heating up and
we need hardworking folks to make
the shows happen. We have parttime seasonal positions – Operations
Crew or Hospitality. Great Pay flexible
hours, and you are at the show!. Visit
tingpavilion.com/jobs to learn more
and apply today!

Seasonal Job Opportunity - Grounds
Maintenance Laborer

Are you looking for a seasonal job that
allows you to work primarily outdoors
and utilize your maintenance skills to
upkeep various park grounds and/or
other City grounds? If so, apply to the
City of Harrisonburg’s seasonal Grounds
Maintenance Laborer position! Find out
more/apply online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

911 Emergency Communicators Starting at $17.24 per Hour

Do you want to give back to your
community and know your job has a
direct impact in the local community?
Have you ever thought about becoming
a 911 Emergency Communicator?
Consider applying for a career with the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Emergency
Communications Center (HRECC). Find
out more/apply online: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Career Opportunity - General/
Program Supervisor (Street
Maintenance)
Career Opportunity - Deputy
Treasurer

Do you want a career that offers you the
opportunity to interact with a diverse
group individuals on a daily basis
while providing high quality customer
service? If so, consider the Deputy
Treasurer position within the City of
Harrisonburg Treasurer’s Office! Find
out more/apply online: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Career Opportunity - Program
Support Specialist

Are you looking for a rewarding
career that allows you to utilize your
administrative skills to make an impact
in the local community? If so, consider
applying for the City of Harrisonburg
Public Transportation Department’s
Program Support Specialist career! Find
out more/apply online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Farm help needed, Learn a lot ,too!
Farm help needed in West Virginia:
Reliable farm help needed on a
small homestead scale farm in
nearby Mathias,Wva. Permaculture
,biodynamics and sustainable practices
are the guiding philosophies of this
farm. Surrounded by Nat’l. forest and
rec opportunities! Paid/volunteer
helpers welcome. All serious apllicants
considered! 304-897-6280 (leave
message) Thanks

Are you searching for a career opportunity
in street maintenance that allows
you to have the best of both worlds:
leadership and field work? If so, consider
applying to the City of Harrisonburg
Public Works Department’s General/
Program Supervisor - Street Maintenance
position! Find out more/apply online:
https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

Vineyard Venue May 14

Veritas Vineyard Wedding May 14th,
2022 For sale. Save $5000.00. We had
to cancel our wedding Take over the
Veritas venue and date and we will give
you a $5000.00 credit toward vendors,
We have reserved hotel rooms for the
wedding party near Veritas. Text for
more info Robert 305-215=8736

FACULTY REGALIA - GREAT
QUALITY!

FACULTY
REGALIA
FOR
COMMENCEMENT. High quality,
medium-weight, cotton/poly blend
master’s gown - black, black velvet
tam and hood. $100. Please text 540830-4175.

Room for Rent

Room for Rent. Retired teacher has room
for rent to femaie. Available at end of
May Semester. Close to EMU and JMU.
Reasonably priced. Kitchen and other
house privileges. Call 540-478-3603 or
Text 540-430-9678

Seasonal Job Opportunity Customer Service Specialist (Golf)
Are you looking for a seasonal job that
allows you to safely interact with others
in a fun environment at the awardwinning Heritage Oaks Golf Course? If
so, apply for the City of Harrisonburg
Parks and Recreation Department’s
Customer Service Specialist - Golf
position! Find out more/apply online:
https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Local country store

Mill Creek Country Store-a unique
experience. Notions, necessities,
antiques, books, food and more. Check
out the artist attic. Our April artist offers
unusual and interesting works, most
made from recycled materials— from
practical decorative to quirky steam
punk. 7 miles east on Port Rd.

Looking for a job
after graduation?

MASSANUTTEN IS HIRING A

OWNER RELATIONS

MANAGER
This energetic manager will
help curate the Massanutten
owner experience. Lead
a small team to create
dynamic content & conduct
marketing initiatives to aide
in increased owner satisfaction.

SALE

Post your ad at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds

Mill Creek Country Store-a unique
experience. Notions, necessities,
antiques, books, food and more. Check
out the artist attic. Our April artist offers
unusual and interesting works, most
made from recycled materials— from
practical decorative to quirky steam
punk. 7 miles east on Port Rd.

Apply online at

MASSRESORTJOBS.COM

Thursday, April 14, 2022

Local country store
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• RENOVATED CLUBHOUSES •
• NEW HARDWOOD FLOORS •
• UPDATED APARTMENTS •

APPLY FREE ONLINE

THEHILLSJMU

540.432.0600 | LIVE-THEHILLS.COM

